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ABSTRACT: Material from recycled poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) chips obtained from used water bottles was extruded with vir-

gin fiber-grade PET chips in blends of 20, 40, and 70 wt %. Filament fibers from the recycled/virgin PET blends were spun using a

melt spinning process and drawn by a thermal drawing process to improve their mechanical properties. As the virgin PET chips were

compounded with recycled PET chips, the thermal degradation temperature (Td) and the melting temperature (Tm) were increased,

and the crystallization temperature (Tc) and crystallization rate were decreased. This means that virgin PET has a better thermal sta-

bility but a lower crystallization rate than recycled PET. The double melting behavior observed in the case of the drawn fibers may

have been a consequence of larger crystallites or areas of crystallites being formed during the thermal drawing process. The birefrin-

gence and mechanical properties, such as tensile strength and tensile modulus, increased and elongation at break decreased for the

drawn fibers, and this was attributed to the orientation induced during crystallization. The effect of the virgin PET content in the

blends on mechanical properties was investigated; 30/70 wt % recycled/virgin blended fibers showed comparable mechanical proper-

ties to virgin PET fibers. VC 2012 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 000: 000–000, 2012
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INTRODUCTION

Resource depletion and ecological destruction are caused by the

rapid growth of industry. The major problem faced by the plas-

tics industry is waste disposal. It is necessary to promote an

ecofriendly industry and to recycle waste for environmental

conservation. Recently, increasing interest has been focused on

the recycling of plastic waste, especially poly(ethylene terephtha-

late) (PET). Bottle-grade PET is one of the most commonly

used packaging materials for water and beverages.1,2 Unlike

other polymer material waste, PET can be easily collected and

recycled into useful end products.

Many researchers have investigated methods for recycling PET

bottles.3,4 PET recycling is one of the most successful examples

of polymer recycling, and its use is widespread. The methods

for recycling PET can be classified as: chemical recycling, me-

chanical recycling, and energy recovery (i.e., burning). The

chemical recycling method involves depolymerization of the

used PET to reuse the regenerated raw materials as monomers

for new polymerization processes.5,6 The mechanical recycling

method involves re-extruding of used PET after a cleaning and

shredding process.

As PET derived from used bottles has experienced heat and

stress during the mechanical recycling process, the physical

properties of the recycled product can be decreased. Blending of

recycled PET flakes with virgin PET chips has various benefits

in the industrial field, because it is a common solution used to

upgrade postconsumed materials. Scaffaro and La Manta7 stud-

ied blends of virgin and recycled polyamide 6 (PA 6) and found

that the rheological and mechanical properties of recycled/virgin

PA6 blends were improved.

According to Shen et al.,1 most of the recycled PET flakes are

converted into fibers. Many researchers have studied spinning

recycled fibers from bottle-grade PET.8,9 Abbasi et al.8 have

investigated the effect of the spinning speed on the physical

properties of filaments from recycled bottle-grade PET.

Numerous studies have investigated the effect of the drawing pro-

cess of fibers on their mechanical properties,10–14 as the drawing

of fibers is one of the most effective methods to improve their

mechanical properties. Suzuki et al.10 have studied the effect of a

hot-air drawing process on PET fibers. Mahendrasingam et al.12

have investigated the effect of the draw ratio and temperature on

the strain-induced crystallization of PET at high draw rates.
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In this research, recycled PET from waste bottles and fiber-grade

virgin PET blends were prepared by melt blending process.

Then, the blends were spun into filaments in an effort to

improve the fiber properties of the recycle PET. Thermal draw-

ing was performed to investigate the degree of structural devel-

opment of the recycled/virgin PET blend fibers. The mechanical

properties of recycled PET (PETR)/virgin PET (PETV) blend

fibers were analyzed using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA),

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), birefringence measure-

ments, and tensile tests.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

The virgin PET (PETV) chips used in this research were fiber-

grade PET with an intrinsic viscosity of 0.52 dL/g, supplied by

the TK Chemical Corporation (Korea). The molecular weight of

the samples used was Mn ¼ 18,300 g/mol (Mw ¼ 38,500 g/

mol). The recycled PET flakes (PETR) used had an intrinsic vis-

cosity of 0.57 dL/g and were produced from a material recycling

process involving used water bottles supplied by Samyang Cor-

poration (Korea). The molecular weight of the recycled PET

flake samples was Mn ¼ 18,900 g/mol (Mw ¼ 43,600 g/mol).

All the materials were dried under vacuum at 120�C for 12 h

before use to eliminate any internal moisture. Then, the recycled

PET flakes were compounded with virgin PET chips in several

blend ratios: 20, 40, and 70 wt %, using a melt blending process

in a Haake rheometer (Model 6000) equipped with a twin

screw. The temperatures of heating zone, from the hopper to

the die, were set to 275�C, 280�C, 280�C, and 275�C, respec-
tively, and screw speed was fixed at 20 rpm. The recycled PET

flakes and virgin PET chips were extruded under the same con-

ditions as used for the blends to allow for a comparison.

To evaluate the effect of blending the fiber-grade virgin PET

chips with the recycled PET flakes on the fiber properties, a

melt spinning process was performed using PETR/PETV blends.

All the samples were dried at 100�C in vacuo for 24 h before

spinning. The blended polymer chips were melt-spun in the ex-

truder under the following conditions: extrusion die tempera-

ture ¼ 285�C, spinning speed ¼ 2000 m/min, spinning nozzle

¼ 24 holes, and nozzle diameter ¼ 0.025 mm.

A thermal drawing process was performed to investigate the

effect of drawing on the fiber properties of the recycled/virgin

PET blends. The filaments were drawn using a draw ratio of 2

at a drawing temperature of 80�C.

Characterization

TGA (Perkin elmer Pyris 1) of the PETR/PETV blended fibers

was performed under a nitrogen gas purge in the temperature

range 30�C to 800�C using a heating rate of 20�C/min. The

thermal behavior of the PETR/PETV blended fibers was investi-

gated using a TA Instruments Model 2010 DSC. All the samples

were heated from 30�C to 300�C using a scan rate of 10�C/min

under a flowing nitrogen gas atmosphere. To eliminate any pre-

vious thermal history, the samples were held at 300�C for 5

min, and then allowed to cool to 30�C at a rate of 10�C/min.

Then, the samples were heated to 300�C once again using the

same heating rate as before. The thermal properties of the

PETR/PETV blend fibers such as the crystallization temperature

(Tc), melting temperature (Tm), enthalpy of crystallization

(DHc), enthalpy of melting (DHm), and enthalpy of cold-crystal-

lization temperature (DTcc) were calculated from the DSC

curves. The percentage of apparent crystallinity (Xc) was calcu-

lated using eq. (1)15:

Xcð%Þ ¼ ððDHm � DHccÞ=DH0
mÞ � 100 (1)

where DH0
m is the heat of fusion of a 100% crystalline PET sam-

ple and has a value of 125.5 J/g. The birefringence of the PETR/

PETV blend fibers was measured using a Nikon polarizing

microscope equipped with a K-tilting compensator. The me-

chanical properties of the PETR/PETV blend fibers were meas-

ured at room temperature using an Instron 4454 tensile testing

machine.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The TGA data of the melt spun PETR/PETV blend filament

fibers with a spinning speed of 2000 m/min are summarized in

Table I, and the relationship between the residual yield and the

virgin PET content of the blend fibers is shown in Figure 1.

The PETR as-spun filaments began to decompose at 361�C,
whereas the PETV as-spun filaments were stable at higher

Table I. Thermogravimetric Analysis of the PETR/PETV Blend Filament

Samples Td
i (�C)a Td

5 (�C)b
Char
yield (%)c

PETR/PETV (100/0 wt %) 361 390 4.4

PETR/PETV (20/80 wt %) 359 386 5.8

PETR/PETV (40/60 wt %) 375 398 7.5

PETR/PETV (70/30 wt %) 381 405 10.4

PETR/PETV (0/100 wt %) 383 402 11.3

a,bThe temperature at a weight reduction of 2% and 5%, respectively.
cResidual yield in the TGA at 500�C in air.

Figure 1. The relationship between the residual weight and virgin PET

content.
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temperatures. The initial thermal degradation temperature (Td
i)

at a 2% weight reduction and the temperature at a weight

reduction of 5% (Td
5) in Table I revealed that the degradation

temperature of the PETV filaments was higher than that of the

PETR filaments by 22�C and 12�C, respectively. The thermal

degradation temperature increased as the virgin PET content

increased. The virgin PET content had little effect on the weight

percentage of residue in the TGA at 350�C, as shown in Figure

1. However, the PETR filament fibers showed the lowest residual

weight at 450�C and 500�C, respectively. The residual weight of

the PETR/PETV blend filament fibers increased with increasing

PETV content. Although the bottle-grade PET chips formed via

a solid-state polymerization process had a higher molecular

weight and higher thermal stability, they showed a lower ther-

mal stability than that of the fiber-grade virgin PET chips used

in this research that were made for automobile interiors. There-

fore, by the blending of PETV to the PETR matrix, the thermal

stability of the resulting PETR/PETV blend fibers can be

improved.

The thermal properties, i.e., the glass transition temperature

(Tg), melting temperature (Tm), enthalpy of melting (DHc), and

the maximum crystallization temperature (Tc,max), of the as-

spun filaments and drawn fibers of the PETR/PETV blends were

obtained from the DSC data and are summarized in Table II.

To estimate the crystallization rate in more detail, the values of

the onset of and minimum crystallization temperature (Tc,on

and Tc,min, respectively) and DTc (Tc,on � Tc,min) are also sum-

marized in Table II. The value of DTc enabled us to evaluate the

change of crystallization rate. In general, when the crystalliza-

tion rate increases, then the value of DTc decreases.
16 The cool-

ing scans obtained from the DSC measurements of the PETR/

PETV blend fibers are shown in Figure 2. In Table II and Figure

2, a broadening of the melt-crystallization peaks and a shift to

lower temperatures were observed when PETV content in the

PETR/PETV blends increased. This means that the PETV fibers

developed a crystalline structure more slowly, and their crystalli-

zation rate was lower than that of PETR fibers. The drawn

fibers had almost the same behavior as the as-spun fibers. This

result is attributed to the role of the nucleants present, such as

added metal catalysts, or small molecules, such as oligomers,

prepared by chain-scission reactions via thermomechanical ma-

terial recycling process. An alternative explanation for this result

Table II. Thermal Data for As-Spun Filaments and Drawn Fibers of PETR/PETV Blends Calculated From the DSC Curves

Tg

(�C)

Tcc Tm Tc,on

(�C)
Tc,max

(�C)
Tc,min

(�C)
DTc

(�C)Sample (�C) DHc (J/g) (�C) DHf (J/g)

As-spun
filaments

PETR/PERV(100/0) 78 127.7 �27.7 250.1 46.6 186.5 203.7 216.3 29.8

PETR/PERV(80/20) 78 127.7 �27.4 250.7 49.8 184.2 202.6 216.0 31.8

PETR/PERV(60/40) 78 127.9 �30.6 251.5 50.7 183.8 201.3 215.3 31.5

PETR/PERV(30/70) 78 127.2 �28.7 251.9 48.9 179.8 200.4 216.2 36.4

PETR/PERV(0/100) 78 127.4 �26.2 253.1 51.7 177.9 200.2 215.4 37.5

Drawn fibers PETR/PERV(100/0) – 94.1 �8.4 251.0 58.1 195.6 209.1 220.2 24.6

PETR/PERV(80/20) – 91.5 �9.2 251.6 52.1 193.7 207.6 218.7 25.0

PETR/PERV(60/40) – 90.5 �11.3 252.9 55.7 192.9 206.8 218.0 25.1

PETR/PERV(30/70) – 93.4 �6.8 253.3 53.4 187.3 205.8 217.3 30.0

PETR/PERV(0/100) – 91.3 �6.7 254.4 56.8 182.7 203.8 215.3 32.6

Figure 2. The DSC cooling scans of: (a) as-spun filaments and (b) drawn

fibers of PETR/PETV blends.
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is that the thermal recycling process disentangles the polymer

chains, and thereby, increases the degree of crystallinity.17

Typical DSC first heating scans obtained from the PETR/PETV

blend fibers are shown in Figure 3. As shown in Table II and

Figure 3, the virgin PET content had little effect on the value of

the glass transition temperature (Tg). The heating scans of the

as-spun filaments [Figure 3(a)] show a clear glass transition

temperature (Tg) and a cold-crystallization exotherm peak (Tcc),

whereas they did not show a clear Tg and Tcc in the case of

drawn fibers [Figure 3(b)]. Compared with the as-spun fila-

ments, the cold-crystallization exotherm peak of the drawn

fibers moved to lower temperatures and decreased in magni-

tude. This result is attributed to development of strain-induced

crystallization in the thermal drawing process. The melting tem-

perature of the as-spun/drawn filaments of the PETR/PETV

blends increased with increasing PETV content. The increase in

melting temperature indicates the development of larger, more

compact crystallites. The appearance of double melting peaks is

shown in Figure 3(b). The change in the melting temperature

(Tm1 and Tm2) is shown in Figure 4. These multiple melting

peaks appeared regardless of the composition of the blended as-

spun fibers. This indicates that this feature developed as a result

of changes incurred during the postspinning process treatment.

The temperatures (Tm1 and Tm2) of the multiple melting endo-

therms increased with increasing virgin PET content. It has

been suggested that the higher temperature of the multiple

melting peaks is a consequence of either the larger crystallites

or areas of crystallites formed during the melt spinning or ther-

mal drawing process. It has been suggested that the lower tem-

perature of the double melting peak is the result of a type of

structure that is formed during heat setting or the annealing

process.18

The relationship between the apparent crystallinity (Xc) calculated

from the DSC data and the virgin PET content is shown in Fig-

ure 5. The degree of crystallinity of the drawn fibers increased

during the drawing process, if compared with the as-spun fibers.

In the case of the drawn fibers, the 80/20 wt % PETR/PETV

blend fiber showed the lowest degree of crystallinity.

Figure 3. The first DSC heating scans of: (a) as-spun filaments and (b)

drawn fibers of PETR/PETV blends.

Figure 4. The dependence of the lower and higher melting point peaks of

drawn fibers from a PETR/PERV blend on the virgin PET content.

Figure 5. The relationship between apparent crystallinity and virgin PET

content.
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The dependence of the birefringence and the diameter of the

PETR/PETV blend fibers on the virgin PET content before and

after the drawing process are shown in Figure 6. The birefrin-

gence of the PETR/PETV blend fibers increased after the ther-

mal drawing process, and this indicates that the orientation of

the PETR/PETV blend fibers increased as the thermal drawing

process was performed. Birefringence is an effective measure-

ment of the orientation of the fibers, and so an increase in the

birefringence value means that a degree of molecular orientation

has developed. During the thermal drawing process, the molec-

ular orientation of the PETR/PETV blend fibers developed, and

therefore, the birefringence increased. For the as-spun filaments

[Figure 6(a)], as the virgin PET content increased, the diameter

of the PETR/PETV blend fibers decreased, and the birefringence

value only increased slightly. The birefringence and the diameter

of the PETR/PETV blend fibers represent an opposite trend,

and this indicated that the higher degree of orientation of the

PETR/PETV blend fibers can be attributed to the smaller diam-

eter of the fibers. The birefringence of the PETV fibers was

higher than that of the PETR fibers. Although PETV has a

lower molecular weight, it can form more elongated domains

orientated parallel to the fiber axis. This would result in a

higher birefringence value. The birefringence of the 30/70 wt %

PETR/PETV sample showed a similar value to that of virgin

PET fibers. For drawn fibers, as shown in Figure 6(b), the bire-

fringence of the PETR/PETV blend drawn fibers with PETV

contents of 70 and 100 wt % showed similar values that were

higher than that of PETR drawn fibers. The birefringence of the

PETR/PETV blend fibers with a PETV content of 20 and 40 wt

% showed lower values than that of PETR fibers, and this was

attributed to the larger diameter of the fibers. In the thermal

drawing process, the 20/80 and 40/60 wt % PETR/PETV blend

fibers had a less developed and ordered orientation structure.

This effect decreased with increasing virgin PET content, and

the 30/70 wt % PETR/PETV drawn fibers show almost the same

properties as the 100 wt % PETV drawn fibers.

The dependence of the tensile strength and tensile modulus of

the PETR/PETV blend fibers with the virgin PET content before

and after the thermal drawing process are shown in Figure 7.

The as-spun filament fibers from the 60/40 wt % PETR/PETV

blend had the lowest tensile strength. The tensile strength of the

80/20 wt % PETR/PETV blend as-spun filaments was higher

than that of the 60/40 wt % PETR/PETV blend fibers but lower

than that of PETR fibers. The 30/70 wt % PETR/PETV blend

fibers showed a higher tensile strength than PETR fibers. The

PETV fibers had the highest tensile mechanical properties. As

Figure 6. Changes in the birefringence and diameter of PETR/PETV

blend fibers: (a) before and (b) after the drawing process in relation to

the virgin PET content.

Figure 7. Changes in the tensile strength and tensile modulus of PETR/

PETV blended fibers: (a) before and (b) after the drawing process in rela-

tion to the virgin PET content.
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for the tensile modulus of the as-spun filaments, the PETV

fibers showed the highest value, and the fibers from the PETR/

PETV blends showed lower values than the PETR fibers. When

virgin fiber-grade PET fibers were added to the recycled bottle-

grade PET matrix, the mechanical properties decreased below a

given critical blending proportion.

In general, the drawing process is an effective method to

improve fiber properties.19 Compared with as-spun filaments,

the tensile strength and tensile modulus of the drawn fibers of

the PETR/PETV blends increased. Drawn fibers of the 80/20 wt

% PETR/PETV blend had the lowest tensile strength. This prop-

erty progressively improved with increasing of virgin PET con-

tent. The PETR drawn fibers had a higher tensile strength than

the 60/40 wt % PETR/PETV blend drawn fibers. The mechani-

cal properties of the PETR/PETV blend fibers decreased on

addition of a small amount of PETV to the PETR matrix. This

result is attributed to the mixing of different types of PET that

are made for different purposes. In the thermal drawing process,

the PETR/PETV blend fibers that contained a low PETV con-

tent showed a poor structural development. However, as the

PETV content increased to about 70 wt %, the mechanical

properties of the PETR/PETV blend fibers were improved.

The dependence of the elongation at break values of the PETR/

PETV blend fibers on the virgin PET content before and after

the thermal drawing process are shown in Figure 8. The 80/20

and 60/40 wt % PETR/PETV blend as-spun filament fibers

showed lower elongation values at break point than the PETR

fibers did. The 30/70 wt % PETR/PETV blend fibers showed

almost equal values of elongation at break point to PETV fibers.

As shown in Figure 8(b), as the virgin PET content increased,

the elongation at break point increased substantially, except for

the 80/20 wt % PETR/PETV blend fibers, which showed the

lowest elongation at break values. This means that the PETV

fibers had better properties than the PETR fibers did, and simi-

lar mechanical properties to PETV fibers could be obtained by

blending a composition with about 70 wt % of PETV in the

PETR matrix.

CONCLUSIONS

PETR/PETV blend fibers with various virgin PET contents of 0,

20, 40, 70, and 100 wt % were prepared to evaluate the fiber

properties of the blends, and these were subjected to a drawing

process to achieve higher performance. From the TGA analysis,

with increasing of the PETV content in the PETR matrix, the

thermal stability was improved. From our analysis of the ther-

mal properties using DSC, the melt-crystallization temperature

and the crystallization rate decreased on mixing PETV with

PETR, and this indicated that the PETR fibers exhibited a faster

crystallization behavior. The melting temperature of the PETR/

PETV blend fibers increased with increasing of PETV content.

This result is attributed to the development of larger and more

compact crystallites of PETV fibers. As a result of the thermal

drawing process, drawn fibers of the PETR/PETV blends

showed multiple melting endotherms and an increased degree

of orientation and crystallinity, which are consistent with the

increase in the birefringence values. However, blended fibers

with a small amount of PETV showed a decrease in their bire-

fringence values. Compared with the as-spun fibers, the tensile

strength and tensile modulus of the drawn fibers were increased,

and this was attributed to the development of a more ordered

crystalline structure. Although the 80/20 and 60/40 wt % PETR/

PETV blend fibers showed lower mechanical properties than the

PETR fibers, the 30/70 wt % PETR/PETV blend fibers showed

similar properties to PETV fibers.
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